Siddharth P, a Pragati scholar (2010-2018)
completed CA in first attempt and currently
practising in a reputed CA firm.
Congrats Siddharth!

"I started my journey with Pragati in 2010.
Pragati has helped me mentally and
economically to become the person I am now.
Monthly meetings have helped me overcome
stage fear, improve communication. Special
thanks to my mentors for guiding me
throughout. Currently working at Zycus Pvt
Ltd as Software Engineer."
- Vinay P
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"Pragati is the place for holistic development
as an individual. I joined Pragati during
2012-13. I completed BE in CSE from
UVCE, Bangalore. I am currently working
at SAP Labs as Sofware Developer."
- Sagar CS
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"Proper education and a decent life are the birthrights of every child in a civilized society"

Celebrating 2018 and welcoming 2019
Annual Day is a culmination of year-long efforts by
the students and mentors alike. A fun time to get
together, display hidden talents and recognize the
achievements of scholars in the academic year.
2018 annual day was held on 9th December 2018,
at Rotary Hall, Malleshwaram. Dr. VijayKumar Hulikal,
President - Rotary West & MD-BioOrganics graced the occasion with his presence and
enchanting talk. There was a plethora of fine performances from students - it was a treat
to watch them perform! Scholars with outstanding achievements were awarded trophies
and certificates. The year ended on a high note.

IIM-Bengaluru Visit - 27th January 2019
The year 2019 started with a customary visit to one
of the premier learning institutions and interaction
with the brightest minds there. Vikasana, the social
service wing of IIMB had everything setup for the
day trip. Sessions included introduction to filmmaking by a young director and several other talks
from graduates from various backgrounds.

After a delicious lunch at cafetaria, Pragati students had fun along with Vikasana team
playing pictionary, singing melodious tunes and also some popular dance numbers. IIMB
trip never ends without a tour of campus. It's so huge there is always a part of it you
haven't seen before.

2019 Selections - 30 June 2019
Pragati Family is now bigger and stronger than ever before
with 136 active scholars and atleast 20 active mentors and
volunteers.
The selections of 2019 saw more than 150 applicants. They
were carefully shortlisted and nearly 100 were invited to
attend scholarship test. The tests were designed as per
students' grade level with emphasis given to understanding
of concepts and general knowledge.
Students who cleared this round had a 1-1 with mentors
along with their parents to review financial situation. At the
end, about 25 students were inducted into Pragati group who
will now get a bagful of experiences to enrich their lives in the
coming years.

Visit to HAL museum - 15 September 2019
This was a day when the students' spirits literally soared high
in the sky! The prestigious HAL museum was visited by nearly
120 Pragati scholars.
The learning started with an informative video capturing
different achievements of HAL and milestones in Indian
aerospace history. Students soaked up the knowledge as
they passed by several halls of the museum - these had an
alluring flow of pictures, models and several life-size aircraft
models. The excursion ended with lunch and some fun
activities.

Career talk for commerce students - 3 November 2019
A dedicated event for students in commerce stream was
long overdue. It was a perfect fit for this event when
Mr.Venkataramani, a well known Chartered Accountant
came over and addressed students gathered at Sandeepana
School.
Mr. Venkat was very passionate in his talk and touched many
aspects - including how to explore to find one's interest,
setting an aim and working towards it. Students also
received a lot of information on different career options.
All-in-all it was an extremely useful and inspirational talk!

